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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
29,4 (1988) 
DIAMETERS IN LOCALES: HOW BAD THEY CAN BE 
A. PULTR 
Dedicated to Professor M. KatStov on his seventieth birthday 
Abstract: General diameters in locales are shown to be close to diame-
ters with very good properties. They can, however, s t i l l behave bâ ly in so-
me respects. A few notes on diameters of sublocales are added. 
Key words: Diameter, frame, locale, metric. 
Classification: 06D99, 18B35, 54E35, (54305) 
Extending the metric structure to locales one can use a notion of dia-
meter to replace that of metric (t3j,[43,[5]). When formalizing the in tui t ion 
one has of a diameter on a frame, a few conditions seem to be natural: i t 
should be a monotone real function (with possible values +oo ) with d(0)=0 
and with the conditioned subadditivity 
aAb=^0=^ d(avb)£d(a)+d(b). 
The diameters induced by distance functions in metric spaces sa t isfy, more-
over, special conditions which cannot be deduced from these demands, most no-
tably the following: 
Va Vs-> 0 3b,c .4a such that d(b),d(c)< £ and d(a)<d(bvc)+£. . 
This assumption, which we call metricity (see 1.2 below), is very handy and 
seems to imply all one can wish of a reasonable diameter function. The ques-
tion naturally arises as to how badly a general diameter can differ from a 
metric one. In this ar t i c le we show, on the one hand, thaft if a diameter d 
agrees with the underlying frame structure (see Section 2) then it is neces-
sarily very close to a metric one. More specifically, there is a metric dia-
meter d producing the same e-neighbourhoods, and the difference d-a is in a 
sense small. On the other hand, we show that even so it can be rather badly 
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behaved. 
The paper is divided into five sections. In the first one we discuss the 
basic notions. Section 2 is devoted to the relation of a diameter to the un-
derlying frame structure. In Section 3 we deal with diameters inducing iden-
tical £, -neighbourhoods and show that each equivalence class contains exact-
ly one metric diameter. Some consequences and counterexamples are presented 
in Section 4. Section 5 contains a few remarks on diameters of sublocales. 
To make the reading easy we have included, in three instances, explicit 
proofs of facts proved (in essence) elsewhere . Statements 1.4 and 3.4 are 
proved in [3] under more special conditions (1.4, moreover, rather clumsily).. 
Showing we do not really need them would take some space anyway. Proposition 
3.3, which is very substantial here, is in an author's paper which has not 
yet appeared. Leaving these proofs out would hardly save more space than one 
page. 
1. Prediaffeters in lattices 
1.1. The set of reals augmented by +o> and -o> will be denoted by R; 
we put R+= ixt RlxeO}. The bottom resp. top of a lattice L - if it exists -
will be usually denoted by 0 resp. 1. 
A prediameter on a lattice L is a mapping d:L—>-R satisfying 
(i) d(0)=0, 
(ii) a£b «-> d(a).*d(b), 
(iii) a A b 3 0 -> d(a vb).£d(a)+d(b). 
Examples: 1. (Bad) A measure on L. 
2. (Good) Let (X,£ ) be a metric space, L a sublattice of exp X. Con-
sider the usual diameter function. 
1.2. We wiil consider some additional properties. The most important of 
them is the following: A prediameter is said to be metric if 
(M) VaeL V£ > 0 3 u , v 4 a s . t . d(u),d(v) < t> and 
d(a)cd(uvv)+s . 
Notes: 1. Sometimes the following reformulation of (M) is more handy: 
VafeL, a-#0, V £ > 0 3 u,v s.t. uAa 4 0 ̂  vAa, 
d(u),d(v)<fc» and d(u)*t: d(u s/v)+t> . 
2. If the L in Example 2 above has the property that V u S X , u*0, ^ u ' 
s.t. O-jiu'fiu, then the diameter induced by f is metric. 
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1.3, Other additional assumptions: (Cf. [ 3 ] . ) A prediameter is said to 
be strong i f 
n 
VScL, d( \ /s )^sup{ in f 4 2 - (d (a . ) |a . c-S, a,=a, a=b, 
. = 1 l l i n 
a i A a i + l = r 0 ^ la>b 6 k S*-
A prediameter is said to be star-additive i f 
(a,bs=S ^ a A b + O ) - ^ d( VS)*sup{d(a)+d(b)|a,b S S , a * b j . 
We speak about a star-prediameter (here the terminology of £3] has been radi-
cally changed; cf. C 53) if 
V a s L V S * L such that bsS-s^ bAa 4-0, 
d(a vVS)i.d(a)+supAd(b)+d(c)|b,c6S,b * c } . 
A prediameter is said to be continuous if 
for each up-directed S£L, d(VS)=sup{d(a)|a&S7;. 
Observation: Each strong diameter is a star-additive star-prediameter. 
1.4. Proposition: Let the lattice L satisfy the implication 
(a A V ' S 4 - 0 sr.^3 beS, aAb «f0). Then each metric prediameter on L is con-
tinuous and strong. 
Proof: In both cases we can assume that VS*f 0. Then, for each %-> 0, 
we have u, v such that u A V S * 0 f v A V S , d(u),d(v)< 3 and 
d(VS)<d(uvv)+s • Choose a,b*S such that aAU^OsfcbAv. 
1. Let S be up-directed. Take c*S such that a,birC. Then 
d(VS)<d(uvcvv)+£ < d(c)+3s . 
2. Let a=a, ,aOJ... ,a =b be such that a. A a. , f 0. Then 
1 2 ' ' n l l + l 
d(u v v)6d(u v V a - v v).^ 2»d(a.)+2c, 
and hence 
d(VS) £ infA2ud(a i)|a=a1,b=a f1, a ^ a ^ ^ O l +3e . D 
1.5. Proposition: Let L be as in 1.4. Let d be a metric prediameter 
and le t a £VS where Vbe.S, d(b) < & . Then there are b,csS such that d(a)< 
< d ( b v c ) + s . 
Proof: Let a-4*0. There are u, v such that u A a ^ O + V A a , d(u),(d(v)< 
< 4 i * and d ( a ) < d ( u v v ) + 4 & . Choose b,c*S such that u A b # 0 t * v A C Then 
d(a)<d(u v b v c ) + y € - . ^ d(bvc)+d(u)+d(v)+-jc. < d(bvc)+S . D 
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2. Diameters on frames 
2.1. As usual (see e.g. 12]), a frame is a complete lattice satisfying 
the distributivity law ( \/a-) Ab=V(a./\ b) (thus, in particular, a frame sa-
tisfies the implication from 1.4 and 1.5). A frame homomorphism f:A —* B is a 
mapping preserving general joins and finite meets. The resulting category is 
denoted by Frm, its dual, the category of locales is denoted by Loc. 
Let X be a topological space. The open sets constitute a frame which 
will be denoted by Jfi. (X). If f:X—> Y is a continuous mapping, we obtain a 
frame homomorphism JL(f): il(Y) —+ S L (X) by putting -*",.(f)(u)=f~1(u). Thus 
one obtains a functor iL:Top •—>Loc. 
Let U be a subset of a frame A, aeA. Put 
Ua= V-t u|u€U, uAa * 0*. 
Obviously, U(Va.)=VUa.. Thus, there is a Galois correspondence 
Ua*b iff a ̂ o-yCb). 
The symbol cf ,, (later in modifications) will be used in this sense through-
out the paper. 
A cover of A is a subset U*A such that Vu=l. 
2.2. Proposition: Let (X,̂ v ) be a topological space, f* a metric on the 
set X, d the resulting diameter, t b the induced topology. Then 
(1) %Zt iff 
(* ) V 5 > 0, Û 7= -ja|a«T , d(a)«- i^ is a cover. 
(2) t^ = *t iff (*) and 
(**) V a c f , a=l'-?b|3f.>0, ufb£at. 
Proof: (1) If t* 5. u then (*) obviously holds. On the other hand, 
let (* ) hold and let a € x* . Take an xaa and choose an £, > 0 such that 
(K(x, s)= ?y| v3(x,y)-c r^~a. By (̂ -), a= vj-**br.a|b av, d(b)-c e J and hen-
ce there is a b e v such that x€b and d(b) *. r so that b.«CX(x,e). Thus, 
a= K;i b«-. % | b * a ; t T .-
(2) Let 1 = \'v . If x£a<- ? , we can find an €, *> 0 such that 
(T(x,2f )ia. Thus/x^U^ fT(x, fc) £ C(x,2 ?-)S a. On the other hand let (*.) 
and (* *) hold and let a be in v. . Choose an x?a. By (* *) there is a b a v. 
and £. > 0 such that xeb and u\ b£a. Let t* (x,y)-c f. . Choose ̂  > 0 so that 
. . f. 
(T(x,y)+2«>//* e, and, by (*), u » v r X such that x* u and y&v. Then d(uvv)< 
< ?, and hence y*U,b*a. Thus, a * t' . D 
2.3. A diameter on a frame A is a prediameter d on A satisfying, more-
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over, 
(iv) V'e^O, Ud= *a|d(a)< z\ is a cover. 
Let d be a diameter on A and d' one on B. A homomorphism f:A—*-B is said to 
ve contractive (w.r.t. d and d ) if 
V £ > 0 VbeB 'd'(b)^B *«>3aeA, d(a)<& andf(a)>b. 
Note: Let (X,p), (Y,6*) be metric spaces, f :X —-> Y a mapping. It is 
easy to see that f is a contraction (i.e., £(f(x),f(y)) i4p(x,y)) iff 11(f) 
is contractive w.r.t. the resulting diameters on 11(X),D.(Y). 
2.4. We will write 
06 c (°r simply 06g, ) instead of oC- d* 
U E 
Observation: Let A be a frame and d a diameter on A. Then we have 
( * * ) Va&A, a= \ A - b | 3 e > 0 , Udb £a i 
iff 
(v) Vac A, a= V « d a . 
e>o 
(Indeed, since U e oc-ea£a, (v) •=> (**). On the other hand, if (**0 holds, 
we have a= V'-C b|3 e > 0, b £ <x"' a{= V ex.. a.) 
e>o 
2.5. (Cf. 2.2.) A diameter on a frame A is said to be compatible if 
there holds (v) from 2.4. A diametric frame is a couple (A,d) where d is a 
compatible diameter on A. If d is a metric diameter, we speak of a metric 
frame. 
The category of diametric resp. metric frames and contractive homomor-
phisms will be denoted by 
DFrm resp. MFrm. 
IN the context of the dual categories (denoted DLoc, MLoc) we speak of 
(dia)metric locales. 
Remark: Note that a frame A is metrizable in the sense of Isbell ([1]) 
iff it can be made to a metric frame (A,d) ([33,[5l). 
3. Metric diaaeters associated with general ones 
3.1. Diameters d,, d« on a frame A are said to be similar if 
dl d2 
Va V e ^ 0 Ua a=U_ a (which,,of course, is equivalent to V s > 0, 
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d l d2 o£c -a^f • In such a case we write 
d l ~ d2 
3.2. A mapping At: A —-9- R is said to be thin if 
Vs. > 0 3 cover U s.t. xeli, ye U -==> | <u.(x vy)| < e . 
Proposition: Let d,, d2 be diameters on A, let d,-d2 be thin. Then 
d , * d2. 
Proof: Since the conditions are symmetric, it suffices to prove that 
d2 d, 
U a a ^ U e a. Put (U-=d,-d2. Let u/\a4=0 and d 2(u)<s . Choose an T? ** 0 such 
that d2(u)+ yi < €. . Choose a cover U satisfying the formula in the definition 
for the % . We have u= V\ x Au|xeUf. Choose an x € U such that x AUAa=j=0. 
Now let xeU be general. We have |(tt((x A U ) V ( X A U ) ) | < r̂  aRd hence 
d,((xQAu) v(x Au)).^d2(u)+|(U((xQAu) v(x A U ) ) | < £ 
dl dl 
so that X A U 4 U £ a. Thus, u£U g a. D 
3.3. Proposition: Let d be a metric diameter on A, d' a metric diame-
ter on B. Let f:A—> B be a homomorphism. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) f is contractive, 
(2) V e > 0 Va€A, Ud f (a ) * f (U d a) , 
(3) V e ^ O VaeA, f (c*d (a) )*ocd ( f ( a ) ) . 
Proof: Obviously (2)<FBS> (3) and^the proof of (l)«->(2) is straight-
forward (also note that all this holds without the assumption (M)). 
Now let d'(b)< «. . Choose ij> 0 so that d'(b)< e -3 i? • Let x, y be 
such that 
f(x)Ab4:0-4-f(y)Ab and d(x),d(y)< ->| . 
Let (1) hold. Then we have b4U 3 f(x)*4f(U 3 x) and since f(y)AbfO the-
re is a u such that 
d(u)<€-3->j , UAx-^0 and f(u)Af(y)/\ b4-0. 
Since U ^ is a cover, we have a z 4s0 with d(z)<^ such that z4u and 
f(zAy)A b=f(z)Af(y)A b4-0. Thus, d(xvz)£d(x vu)4d(x)+d(u)< e-2 ij. and 
hence further d(xvy)£d(xvzvyHd(xvz)+d(y)<€ - ri . Put a= V4.x|d(x) < 
<fl, f(x)Ab4s0}. By 1.5 and the inequality just proved, d(a)-< e . Finally, 
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for c=Vlf(x)|d(x)-< 7j ,f(x)Ab=0iwe have f(a)v c=f(VUV )=1 and hence b= 
= (f(a)vc)Ab=f(a)Ab so that b4f(a). D 
Having considered the identity mapping (A,d,)—*- (A,d«), we immediately 
obtain 
Corollary: For metric diameters d,, d2, 
d 1^d 2 iff dx=d2. 
3.4. Let d be a diameter on A. Put 
d(a)=inf sup 4d(uvv)|uAa-^-0 4rvAa, d(u),d(v)-< £J = 
£>o 
=inf sup 4d(uvv)|u,v.4a, d(u),d(v)-< fc"j . 
€>o 
The equality of the two formulas is obvious. Also obviously 
d£d. 
a: d(avb)>d(avb)-d(a)-d(b). 
Proof: The statement obviously holds for a=0 or b=0. Thus, we can assu-
me a t 0 4 b. Let UA a * 0-4* vAb, d(u),d(v)-c e . Then 
d(avb)ird(avuv vvb)6d(u vv)+d(a)+d(b) 
and hence 
d(avb)-d(a)-d(b)^d(uvv)^sup-Cd(xvy|xAa * 0#yAb, d(x),d(y)-tei. Q 
Proposition: cT is a metric diameter. 
Proof: The properties (i), (ii) and (iv) are obvious. 
( i i i ) : Let a A b * 0 and le t e > 0 be given. Choose ?i -> 0 such that 
oC =sup -jd(u vv) |uAa 4- 0 4 v A a , d(u),d(v)-*ri2T -* cJ(a)+ & , 
ft =sup-f d(u vv) |uAb -^0 * VAb, d(u),d(v)< ^} -c tif(b)+ €* . 
Take a c e t £ , O + c i a A b . Let x/s(av b)*¥ 0 * y A(a v b ) . I f x A a + 0 4
s 
afVAa or xAb#-0 # y A b we have d(x vy) £ <tf resp. /S , otherwise d ( x v y K 
4 d(x v c)+d(y v c) Sm a + /3 . Thus, always d(x v y) & oc + p, and we obtain 
cf(avb)-6oc +p-cay(a)+a'(b)+2e . 
(M): By Lemma, we have 
cf(a)£inf sup4d(uvv)+2e |u ,v£a, d(u),d(v)-*t fc j -& 
£>o 
in f (sup i3 (uvv ) |u ,v . *a , d(u),d(v)-« s j +2e ). D 
€>o 
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3.5. Theorem: For each diameter d on a frame A there is a metric dia-
meter ST such that d-cfis non-negative and thin. 
Proof: Use the results and notation from 3.4. Thus it suffices to show 
that d-d is thin. By Lemma in 3.4, 
d(avb)-of(avb)j.sd(a)+d(b) 
so that one can put U=U /« to satisfy the condition for thinness. D 
3.6. Theorem: d,*5* d2 iff d,-d2 is thin. 
Proof: By 3.2 it suffices to show that if d, #* d2 then d,-d2 is thin. 
If d,-^ d« then by 3.5, 3.2 and Corollary in 3.3, cT,=cJ2=d and we have dT=d+ 
+ (Ji. with (u. thin. Using common refinements of the covers in question we 
see that d,-d2= f^,- £±2 is thin. D 
3.7. Remarks: 1. Summarizing 3.2, 3.5 and 3.3, we also see that each 
similarity class contains a minimum (in the natural order of real f u n c t i o n s ) . 
This minimum diameter is the unique metric diameter in the class. 
2. If metric diameters d, and d« are distinct, their difference is not 
thin. More explicitly, there is an £ > 0 such that for each cover U there 
are u,vcU such that 
|d,(u vv)-d2(uvv)| > s, . 
3. The correspondence d t—> 3 constitutes a mono-coreflection of DFrm 
into MFrm. Indeed, let (A,d) be an object of DFrm; since cfed, id:(A,d) — * 
— * (A,d) is contractive. Now let f:(B,d')—>(A,d) be a contractive homomor-
phism. This implies that u^f(b)^f(U^b) and, since U^a=uJ?a, also uff(b) A 
£ f(U£ b). Thus, by 3.3, f is also a contractive homomorphism (B,d) — * • 
—*(A,c?). D 
4. Compatible diameters 
4.1. A non-zero element a of a frame A is said to be an isolated point 
if b<a -ss=>b=0 (this term will be explained in Section 5). 
Proposition: Let d be a compatible diameter on A. Then d(a)=0 iff a=0 
or a is an isolated point. 
Proof: Let d(a)>0. Since by (i) and (iv) 0 =f= a= V{b|b*a, d(b)^d(a){ , 
there has to be a b + 0 with b<a. 
Let d(a)=0» let 0-4-x^a. By (v) there is an e ̂  0 such that oc£ (x)-ŝ O. 
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Since d(a)=0 and a A ot>£(b) ̂ = 0, we have ai U% oo£ (b)£ b. D 
Corollary: 1# d ~ 0 is compatible only on the one-point and the two-
point frame (representing respectively the void and the one point space). 
2. More generally, by 3.5, no thin d (in particular, no measure) is 
compatible with a non-trivial frame. 
4.2. Since, trivially, a diameter similar to a compatible one is compa-
tible itself, we obtain by 4.1 also 
Observation: Let d be compatible. Then d(a)4-0 iff ata)-4-0. 
4.3. Proposition: Let d be a compatible diameter on A, let d(a)>0. 
Then for each K there are u,v^a such that d(uvv)>0 and d(u \/v) > K(d(u)+ 
+d(v)). 
Proof: Take an s> > 0. We have x, y such that xAB,yAa •*&$ and d(a) < 
< cT(x vy)+e j*d(xvy)+e , cT(x),cJ(y)< € . Choose 0-4= u£x A a, 0 4-v£yAa 
such that d(u),d(v)-< €. . We have d(x vy)4d(x vuvvvy)£d(u\/v)+2 & . Thus 
d(u vv)>cl(a)-3G , d(u)+d(v)-c2e . 
Since d(a)>0 and e has been arbitrary, the statement follows. D 
4.4. Thus we have seen that a compatible diameter is very much unlike 
a measure. On the other hand it can still behave rather badly as we shall see 
in the following examples. 
Examples: 1. Let I be the unit interval, d the diameter induced on 
SI (I) by the usual metric (<p(x,y)=|x-y|), <icthe Lebesgue measure. Put 
d(u)=d(u)+ <u(u). 
Obviously <u> is thin so that'ar*sd and hence, in particular, df is compat ib le . 
It is a well known fact that ^c is continuous in the sense of 1.3. The diame-
ter d, being metric, is also continuous (see 1.4) and hence cfis continuous. 
Obviously, W is not a star-diameter (not even star-additive). 
For some purposes, being a star-diameter is an unnecessarily strong pro-
perty. What one often needs is just that 
( * ) Va>0 V c > 0 3 cT>0 such that d(Ud-a)<d(a)+€, . 
For eleven this fails to hold. Consider a dense a Si such that ^u(a)<4.Then 
cT(a)<\l+ j while, for each cT> 0, Uct-a=l and hence d(Ur a)=2. 
2. Consider the set X=lxo/MP}* <*> (i.e., U w in which all the points 
(0,n) are glued into one) endowed with the metric 
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f |x—y| if m=n 
f>«x,в),(y,n» = -(
 x + y i f m ф n
. 
Let d be the resulting diameter. Put M = - { ( l , n ) | n=0,l,...V On 1L(X) consider 
the diameters 
r d ( u ) + l if unM is infinite 
d
l
( u ) =
 1 d ( u ) otherwise, 
t d ( u ) + l if V & > 0 3 infinitely many 
d 2 (u) = < ( x , n ) e u with x^l-e 
[ d ( u ) otherwise. 
None of, the d. is continuous (consider u =Ix n /-£0$xn) and d, also fails to 
satisfy ( * ) (consider a=< 0,Dx co /iOix <x> ) . On the other hand, d?(UP a) £ 
£d2(a)+2£ . 
2VÜЄ ' 
5. Remarks on diameters of sublocales 
5.1. (For more details on sublocales see e.g. r i ] , C 2 1 . ) A sublocale of 
A is a surjective frame homomorphism f:A—*A'. If A' is the two-element fra­
me, we speak of a point, if A' is the one-element frame we say that f is void 
and write f=0. With the elements aeA we associate the sublocales (a):A — * . 
— > fa*i= 4x|x^a} defined by ( a ) ( x ) = a A x . (Note that a is an isolated point 
in the sense of 4.1 iff ( a ) is a p o i n t . ) 
We write f Q g if there is a homomorphism h such that f=hog. If f, g are 
sublocales, f n g is defined as the diagonal in the pushout 
• £» 0 9 
f u g as the natural projection A — » A/<-̂  where ̂  is the congruence a-̂ - b 
iff f (a )=f (b ) and g(a)=g(b) . Note that f n g is the infimum and f u g the su-
premum of f, g in the preorder Q , and that (a ) n (b )= (aAb ) and (a ) u (b)= 
= ( a v b ) . Also note that f c (a ) iff f ( a ) = l . 
5.2. A sublocale f:A—*A' is said to be closed if there is a c eA such 
that f (a )=f (b ) iff avc-bvc. For a general sublocale f put c«= V « t x | f ( x ) = 0 J 
and define c l ( f ) as the natural projection A—->A/<-v where a ^ b iff avcf= 
=bVCj. c l ( f ) , the closure of f, is the c -minimal closed sublocale g such 
that f £<g. ' 
5.3. Let d be a diameter on A. For sublocales f:A—»A' put 
d(f)=inf-fd(a)|f(a)=li. 
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Observations: 1. d((a))=d(a). 
2. d(f)=inf4d(a)|f £(a)i. 
3. d(0)=0 and f C g -=»d(f )4d(g). 
5.4. Proposition: Let f n g=-*=0. Then d(f ui g)£d(f)+d(g). 
Proof: Since f n g t O , we have a commutative diagram 
A — L _ ^ A' 
j g g' 
A" — * — > B 
such that 1 Q 4 - 0 D . Let a, b be such that 
d(a)<d(f)+e, , f(a)=l; d(b)<d(g)+e. , g(b)=l. 
We have f 'g (a)=g ' f (a)= l and hence f 'g (a A b)=f'g(a) Af 'g(b)= ln 4-Og SO that 
a A b + 0 and hence d(a s/b)4d(a)+d(b). Now f (avb )= l= f ( l ) and g(a\/b)=l=g(l) 
so that ( f yg ) (awb)= l . Thus, 
d(f Ug)6d(avb)6d( f )+d(g)+2S 
and 6 ">• 0 was arbitrary. Q 
5.5. Proposition: Let d be a diameter on A. Let f:A~~+2 be a point. 
Then for each e > 0 there is an aeA such that d(a) < z and f c (a). 
U^ =1 we have l=f(VU^ 
5.6. As a generalization of 4.1 we obtain 
Proof: Since V U )= V-lf(u)|d(u)<- e\ . D 
Proposition: Let d be a compatible diameter on A. Then, for a sub-locale 
f :A—-> B, d(f)=0 iff f=0 or f is a point. 
Proof: If f is a point then d(f)=0 by 5.5 and 5.3.3. Now let d(f)=0 and 
f + 0, i.e., f(0) + f(l). Let f(a)-f 0. Thus, 0 * f ( Va>a)= V f (oo. a) and 
hence there is an E > 0 such that f(oc^a)-*- 0. Since d(f)=0, there is an x 
such that f(x)=l and d(x)<e . Thus, f(x A«6Pa)=f( o->P a ) + 0 , hence 
x A oC£ a + 0 and he 
0 and 1 only. D 
°oe hence x &a. Thus, f(a)=l and we conclude that B consists of 
5.7. Proposition: Let d be a star-diameter on A. Then, for each sublo-
cale f:A—*A', d(cl(f))=d(f). 
Proof: Let d(f) -c cf . Thus, there is an aeA such that f(a)=l and d(a)< 
< <f . Using the star property we see that for sufficiently small e > 0 we 
still have d(b) < cf for b = U e a . Put c = V - i u | u e U e , UAa=0ij. 
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Then 
bvc=l and aAC=0. 
Thus, f(c)=f(a)Af(c)=0 and hence cAc». Consequently, bvc.=l=lvc., i.e., 
b<%/l and hence cl(f)(b)=l. Thus, d(cl(f)) < cf . O 
(Note that we have used the (*) only - see 4.4.) 
Corollary: In the case of star-diameters we have 
cl(f)ncl(g)-t-0 * * d(fug)4d(f)+d(g). 
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